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Penelope – Needlecraft for H.M. Forces 
One of the display cases in Paisley Thread Mill Museum contains a fascinating 
selection of ‘Penelope; Needlecraft for H.M. Forces’ kits. These kits provided, in 
wartime, a hobby for those in hospital, a way of relaxing for those at sea or those 
in isolated stations and also as an effective form of occupational therapy.  
During the Second World War, the Board of Trade recognised the value of 
needlework to the Services and the manufacturers of the Penelope packets, Wm 
Briggs & Co. Ltd., were able to supply them under licence, despite the trade 
restrictions which were in place at the time. The 'Penelope' packets were 
'designed to foster a love of beautiful things, and the satisfaction which arises 
from the practice of personal skill'. 
Each kit contained a square of unbleached fabric printed or stencilled with a 
design to be embroidered, a selection of Anchor stranded cotton threads and an 
instruction booklet. 
 

The origin of the popular “Penelope” Brand  

The “Penelope” brand name was registered in 1886, for various items (including 
embroidery transfers and kits) sold by Wm. Briggs & Co. and is still well known 
worldwide for the production of quality needlework transfers and packs. 

During the late 1860’s, two gentlemen, William Briggs of Manchester and 
William Deighton of London, were independently experimenting to discover 
more effective methods and processes for transferring embroidery designs from 
paper to fabric. 

Although Briggs applied for the patent in 1874, and has therefore been credited 
with the invention, the story is not quite so straightforward. 

By the mid 1860’s William Deighton was already an established and talented 
designer in the textile trade. He invented and developed his own transfer 
process, based on the prick and pounce method, using a perforating machine 
and heat activated ink. Although he did not patent this, he sold his transfers to 
London shops and customers from early 1870. This process has been used for a 
very long time, and in pre-1950 embroidery transfers, what appears to be a solid 
line is actually a series of minute dots. 

William Briggs’ initial method was slightly different, using inked cylinder rollers 
to print the designs on to thin paper, but by 1880, he had also adopted the 
perforation technique.  
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Both men were involved in lengthy legal disputes over claims to the invention. 

 

William Briggs considered teaching and supporting his customers to be an 
important part of the business but did not trade directly with the public. He 
realised that a retail outlet would improve business, and established a shop 
called ‘Mrs Bidder – Art Needlework Specialist’ in St. Anne’s Passage, 
Manchester. This was conveniently close to Briggs’ registered offices in Cannon 
Street, and stocked the full range of Briggs merchandise, also offering free 
embroidery advice and a postal service. This shop remained open until the 
1960’s. However, Mrs. Bidder was not the eponymous ‘Penelope’ of the kits – 
nor did she actually exist! 
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In 1896 Briggs published ‘The First Book of Hows – Embroidery Stitches and First 
Lessons’ to teach basic stitches to schoolchildren. These were issued from “The 
Manchester School of Needlework, Cannon Street” – but, again, this was not an 
educational establishment, but simply the address of the Briggs factory and 
warehouse premises. 

Before the introduction of detailed instructions, packs were often sold 
“commenced”, whereby the fabric with the transferred design included a small 
section of the needlework already completed, to indicate the stitches and 
colours to be used. 

Briggs was absorbed into the Coats Group and in 1939, an agreement was signed 
between J & P Coats Ltd., and Briggs, relating to the publication of 
“Needlewoman and Needlecraft Journals”, with Briggs in charge of publishing 
the magazine and journal, and J & P Coats making substantial financial 
contributions. As well as their own Penelope brand, Briggs also produced kits for 
such companies as Royal Paris, Kinetic and Gloriafillia. 

Unfortunately, many of the earlier records and archives of both Briggs and 
Deighton have been lost.  
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A Family of Threads was a project run during the 2017 Year of History, Heritage 
& Archaeology.  Over the year the museum investigated the origins of linen 
thread making in Paisley and Renfrewshire, its impact on Scotland and the local 
area. This booklet is part of a series published at the end of the project. 
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